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Low Probability Events and Determining AcceptableRisk:

The Case of Nuclear Power

Summary

This paper discussestwo aspectsof the problem of determining

and managing risk policies for low probability events. The public

choice problem concernsthe difficulty of defining acceptablesocietal

risk when there is considerableindividual ､ ｩ ｳ ｡ ｧ ｲ ･ ･ ｾ ･ ｮ ｴ about acceptable

risk. The information processingproblem addresseshow individuals and

organizationsperceive and make decisionsabout low probability, cata-

strophic events. Both problems, and their interactions, impact on

policy design and institutional performancefor this class of problems.

The paper discussesthese impacts and their implications for developing

and managingpublic policies.





Low Probability Events and Determining AcceptableRisk:

The Case of Nuclear Regulation

John E. Jacksonand Howard C. Kunreuther

INTRODUCTION 1

Our society is now becoming increasingly concernedwith the low

probability catastrophicevents often associatedwith many advanced

technologicaldevelopments. Nuclear power regulation, hazardousmaterials

containment, airline safety, drug licensing, and flood and earthquakedisaster

programs typify this class of important public policy problems.

This paper contends that individuals and organizationsdetermine

acceptablerisks for low probability-catastrophicevents in a special way

which impacts on policy design. We highlight two special features: the

public choice problem and the information processingproblem. We discuss each

of these two generic problems in the main body of the paper by focusing on the

decisionmaking processwith respect to nuclear regulation. In the concluding

portion of the paper we contend that society, to addressthese issues,must

drastically rethink its model of public institutions and the criteria used to

organize public policy decision making.

THE PUBLIC CHOICE PROBLEM

AcceptableLevels and Types of Risks

The impossibility of determininga societal acceptablerisk arises

becausethese risks are classic examplesof public goods.2 People,

regardlessof personalpreferences,are exposed to the same risks, many

involuntarily, producing conflicting views about what alternativesare

acceptable. Some value the increasedavailability of lower cost electric
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power more than the increasedrisks from building nuclear power plants, while

others feel just the opposite. The collective, or public, nature of the risks

means that they generally cannot be varied among these individuals.

The governmentmust select and implement a policy that attempts to

reconcile these conflicting interests. One clear problem, then, is: What and

whose definition of "acceptablerisk" is to be accepted? Standardeconomic

analysis provides us with no guidancehere since choices betweenalternatives

involve interpersonalwelfare comparisons. Consequently,we are unable to

analytically determinea single value for acceptablerisk.

The decision making problem is further complicatedby the fact that there

are different risks. A conventionalrisk measureis expectedloss--the

probability of an accident multiplied by its costs or consequences.However,

alternativepolicies with the same expectedloss may have very different

characteristics. For example, Policy A might have a relatively high

likelihood of low consequenceoutcomes, while Policy B has a greater

probability of high loss events, but a lower frequency of low consequence

accidents. (See Figure 1.) People will strongly disagreeas to which policy

they prefer, even though both have the same expectedloss. Risk aversepeople

will prefer A, becauseof the lower probability of large losses.

Differences in the levels and types of individually acceptablerisks are

important in two related ways. It is possible for large segmentsof the

public to prefer an option with greaterexpectedloss to a "safer" one, if

this option is perceived to have a lower catastrophicprobability. Secondly,

this additional dimension adds to the complexity of the decision problem

facing a regulatory agency. We contend that in any policy area such as

energy, and even subareaslike nuclear power, there will be many alternatives
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with significant variations among types and levels of risk. Agencies must

assessthe diversity of individual differencesover acceptableexpected losses

and over trade-offs betweenexpected loss and catastrophicprobabilities, and

then determinewhose definition of acceptabilityand whose trade-off to adopt.

THE INFORMATION PROCESSING PROBLEM

Individual Decision Making

The concept that individuals use simplified rules for making decisions is

well documented. There is substantialevidence from field and laboratory

experimentsto suggest that the simplified decision rules dealing with risk

and uncertainty follow systematicpatterns.3 Two significant findings from

these studiesare relevant to the low probability event syndrome:

(1) People frequently do not protect themselvesagainstuncertain events

if they perceive the probability of occurrenceto be below some

critical threshold level, even if the loss to them may be

catastrophic. Their behavior is equivalent to treating the

probability of a catastrophicevent as if it were zero.

(2) Specific events, such as a catastrophicaccident or a severeflood,

focus attention on the loss dimension so that individuals are then

concernedwith taking extensiveprotective action (e.g. purchase

large amounts of insurance). Yet if pressed,people often respond

that the chance of the event occurring again is the same or lower

than before the accident or disaster.

The 35 year history of nuclear power parallels the above descriptions.4

This processis considerablydifferent from commonly proposedanalytical

methods such as decision analysis and utility theory. These formal models

assumethat individuals estimate the probabilities and lossesassociatedwith

a hazard as well as the costs and effectivenessof alternativesafety
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measures. The final choice is presumablymade by comparing the expectedcosts

and benefits of the alternativesand choosing the most attractive one

according to some prespecifiedcriterion.

The task of evaluatingthe public's "acceptablerisk" level for low

probability events becomesextremely difficult in the context of the above

descriptionof individual behavior. One has to have a clear understandingof

individual decision processesin order to anticipate evaluationsof a given

technology and the reaction to possible events. People reject the concept of

expectedloss evaluationsand adopt rather arbitrary, and possibly unstable,

notions of what is "safe" and what is "unsafe", behave accordingly, and expect

public policy to "protect" them.

Regulatory Agency Decision Making

Our researchsuggeststhat regulatory agencies,such as the NRC, follow a

pattern similar to an individual's in dealing with uncertaintyand low

probability risks. Through a variety of procedures,agenciesadopt strategies

based on arbitrary criteria and the implicit premise that certain events can

be precludedby proper regulation, i.e., that some probabilities can be made

so low as to be treatedas zero. Arbitrary criteria remove uncertainty the

agency faces by giving the appearanceof precision, and the premise that

certain accidentswill not happen removes the need to estimate the

consequencesof some outcomes. These proceduresgreatly simplify the agency's

decision making.5

The problems faced by the NRC present two enormousuncertaintiesthat

encouragethe behavior just described--thoseassociatedwith the conflicts

produced by the variations in and the unstructurednature of public attitudes

and those associatedwith the complex technical nature of nuclear energy. We

hypothesizethat agenciessuch as the NRC repressthese uncertainties,direct
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the regulatory process towards specific technical problems, and restrict the

use of proceduresand analytical tools that best addressthese fundamental

issues.

Regulatory agenciesgenerally resolve the uncertainty createdby the lack

of structuredpublic attitudesand by the difficult task of choosingamong

competing interestsby defining issues in technical terms. A regulatory

standardis then set, basedon this technically defensiblecriteria. In the

case of nuclear safety, the issuesof socially acceptablerisk and the value

of additional exposuresversus additional power generationare treatedas

problems of establishinguniform exposurestandardsfor a person located at

the boundary of a power plant and for the total populationwithin a given

radius of a plant during different phasesof operation (10 CFR 50). These

standardswere set after analysesof technical feasibility and of the natural

levels of radiation people experience.6 They then regulate plant design.

Criteria so establishedare insensitive to people'sperceptionof how any

possible accident affects them or the fact that there may be variation among

individuals and among possible sites on the acceptabilityof this level of

radiation. The advantageof this method, of course, is that it provides a

fixed standardwhich can be used to rationalize plant design and facilitate

the review of proposedand existing plants. It structuresthe debatearound

specific technical and scientific issuesand away from the more difficult and

uncertainproblems of perceptionand interpersonaldifferencesassociatedwith

probabilities and value judgementsabout expected losses.

From the vantagepoint of an agency, these arbitrary criteria may be a

sensibleprocedure. Without such decision rules it is extremely difficult to

undertakeany detailed analysis and arrive at a defensibledecision.

Technical criteria and threshold rules facilitate decisions, provide
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justification for guidelines, and eliminate the need to confront the conflicts

and uncertaintyassociatedwith public goods.7

An important way regulatory agency behavior differs from that of lay

individuals is their reaction to accidents. Many members of the public who

have treated the probability of such an event as zero react by taking equally

extreme positions in the oppositedirection, by overestimatingthe

probabilities and consequencesof future accidents, and by demandingsevere

policies.8 Experts, who believe they understandthe basic nature of the

problem, tend to maintain the assumptionthat it has been designedaway and to

treat malfunctions by some additional engineeringto remove the causesof that

particular failureJ

Regulatory agencies'ability to analyze and chooseamong alternative

risks, to trade off among designs, and society'sability to overseethese

choices, is further inhibited by an extensivespecializationand division of

labor. This specializationis common and necessaryin all organizations,

especially so for ones dealing with such complex matters as nuclear power.

However, when this processis coupled with the use of fixed, technology based

design standards,it makes assessmentof alternative risk policies for low

probability, catastrophicevents extremely difficult.

Empirical Examples

We illustrate these hypothesesabout regulatory decision making with

severalnuclear power examples. These examplesare not unique to nuclear

power and the NRC, but are present in all our efforts to regulate low

probability, catastrophicevents.

Core Overheatingand the Considerationof Catastrophe:One of the most

potentially dangerousemergencieswith the current pressurizedwater reactors

is core overheating. To confront this danger, the NRC requires an extensive
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and expensiveemergencycore cooling system (ECCS). Once satisfiedwith its

design and operation, the NRC excludescore overheatingand damage to the fuel

rods and the surroundingmaterial, defined as a class nine accident, from its

list of credible accident scenariosby which they evaluateplants. All

licensing requirements, tests, and evaluationsaddressother accident

scenarios,based on the assumptionthat the ECCS works.
lO

This process, where the probability of a class nine incident is treated

as zero, precludesan important set of possibleaccidents,circumstances,and

risks from analysis. Furthermore, precluding certain outcomesand their

consequencesmeans that alternative reactor designswith desirablecontrol

features if the core does overheatare never evaluatedand comparedwith the

present technology for this class of events.ll This is a situation where the

choice among types of risks is relevant. This alternativetechnology might

differ substantiallyfrom the current light water reactors in the probability

of different types of accidents. A more analytical decision analysis would

compare the costs and benefits of a number of technologies,and include the

possibility, however small, of serious overheating. The NRC procedures,by

focusing on ways to exclude certain events and by assumingsuccess,do not

provide utilities or vendors with incentives to explore such technologies,and

therefore rob society of a means to evaluatequestionsof acceptabletypes of

risks.

Brown's Ferry and the Responseto Accidents: The NRC's responseto the

serious fire and potential core overheatingincident at Brown's Ferry is a

further test of the above hypothesisand of our descriptionof regulatory

agencies'reactions to accidentsthat might alter the premise that certain

events will not occur. The USNRC Annual Report for 1978 relates that,

"Following the fire at the Brown's Ferry Plant in March 1975, the NRC
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initiated a review of the fire protection programs of all operating plants and

for plants not yet operational." The result of this review was new guidelines

for fire protection and required modifications to be completedby 1980. In

effect, the modified design reduces the chancesof an accident to below the

necessarythreshold, and the previous assumptionsabout the impossibility of

some events is maintained. The NRC rejected challengesthat the modifications

were inadequateand argumentsthat the incident showed that cores could

overheat.

As a consequenceof this behavior, fundamentalbeliefs that the fuel

cycle is inherently safe or that class nine accidentscannot happenare never

challengedand evaluated. Any public concernsabout safety are dismissedas

irrational, based on a lack of knowledge of how the system really works. The

public, naturally, becomessuspiciousand antagonistictowards the experts.

These suspicionsand the regulatorsunwillingness to considercatastrophic

outcomes inhibit the important function of informed public debate that will

help refine, clarify, and reveal definitions of acceptablerisk.

The Reactor Licensing Process: In reviewing proposedplants the NRC is

organizedso that standardsare specified for each part of the plant through a

standardreview plan, and different offices within the agency are responsible

for insuring that their part of the plant is designedto specifications.

There is little concernwith trade-offs among parts of the system nor for how

these parts will interact. It becomesvirtually impossible for anyone to

evaluatean alternativetechnology of radically different risk

12
characteristics,given this type of decentralizedreview process.

No office or departmentis in a position to recommendor even evaluatean

alternativewhich would affect other parts of the reactor design.

Accomplishing and forcing these trade-offs is presumably the responsibility of
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the higher administratorsin the agency; the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

Panel, the Atomic Safety Licensing Appeal Board and the NRC Commissioners.

Unfortunately Commissionersnever see the alternativeoptions; thus, they are

never forced to explicitly considerquestionsof acceptabletypes and levels

of risks. Furthermore, this processwill be ineffective since the natural

consequenceof a decentralizedstructureis subunit autonomy.13 Any effort by

higher administratorsto force trade-offs among these units upsets the

decision routines adopted to handle the assignedfunctions; decreases

autonomy, and is thereforestrongly resisted. Such intervention, then, is

rarely used. The ASLBP almost never overturns the recommendationsfrom the

staff and the Appeals Board acceptsthe decisions of the ASLBP.14

The only coordinatedreview of a utility's ｡ ｰ ｰ ｬ ｩ ｣ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｾ for a construction

or operatingpermit occurs after each of the individual divisions have

reviewed the various parts of the proposedplant. At this point, the plant is

subjectedto simulated accidentscenariosthat test the entire design. If the

performancemeets the establishedstandardsfor each scenario, the application

is approved. These scenarios,which exclude core overheating,are well known

to the utilities and manufacturersand therefore serve to guide the design of

each plant. The use of such scenarioscannot force considerationof trade-

offs among design criteria, comparisonof technologieswith different risk

characteristics,or investigationof the interactionsamong componentparts of

the system, or betweenpersonand machine.

Control of Routine Emissionsand Arbitrary Criteria: The NRC's exposure

standardsfor emissionsduring routine operations (10CFR50) were mentioned

earlier. The Commission, in the accompanyingstatementto these regulations

suggeststhat up to $1000 be spent for each expectedman-rem reduction.1S Our

expectationhowever is that regulation of plant design and operationswill be
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more concernedwith the certainty of achieving the standardthan with applying

the benefit-cost rule. The nuclear power industry claims quite vociferously

that NRC proceduresdo not follow any benefit cost evaluations.16 They

contend that regulations are promulgatedsimply on the basis of the exposure

criteria, regardlessof the expectedcost per man-rem saved. The utilities

term this an Ｇ ｾ ａ ｳ Safe As Possible" rather than a benefit cost strategyand

argue that this strategy results in over-regulation,needlesslyincreased

costs for power, and an inefficient use of resources.

Summary

We thus observea regulatory processthat relies on technically defined

problems and standardsinsteadof consideringconflicts over fundamental

social questionsabout risk, that repressesconsiderationof possible outcomes

and their policy implications, and that limits innovation and the

considerationof potential trade-offs by extensivespecializationand

decentralization. We recognize that all organizationsdo, and even must,

follow some of the strategiesillustrated here. This is particularly true of

agenciesdealing with complex, technical, and contentiouspublic issues. What

concernsus, and should concern regulatory agencies,is that in simplifying

operating procedures,they establishvery narrow technical criteria and eschew

the fundamentalproblems associatedwith risk assessments. By treating every

subsequentsituation in terms of its technical aspectsand by defining some

outcomesas not credible, the regulatory agency avoids public conflict about

what is an acceptablelevel of risk and repressesdebate that would reveal

options, clarify these conflicts, and lend aid in their resolution.
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REGULATION AND THE POLITICAL PROCESS

Can the regulatory processsimultaneouslyresolve the difficulties of

weighing conflicting individual interestsand following rational decision

procedures? We believe that the answer is yes, but a different concept of the

regulatory processis ｲ ･ ｾ ｵ ｩ ｲ ･ ､ Ｎ

Regulation: The Hierarchical Model

The traditional hierarchicalmodel of governmentpolicy making is

depicted by the solid lines in Figure 2. The conflicting interestsand values

of the public choice problem are recognized, but are the responsibility of our

political institutions, such as Congressand the Presidency. They set public

priorities, and in so doing define individual preferences,reconcile conflicts

over acceptablerisks, and accomplish the ｲ ･ ｾ ｵ ｩ ｲ ･ ､ interpersonalcomparisons

ｲ ･ ｾ ｵ ｩ ｲ ･ ､ to define society'sacceptablerisk.17 Emerging from this first

stage in the processare the goals, priorities, and policies which are to

guide the regulatory agency'sdecisions. In the NRC's case, these goals are

vaguely stated--protectpublic health, national security, and the

environment--andｲ ･ ｾ ｵ ｩ ｲ ･ considerablejudgment about whose assessmentof

acceptablerisk and what valuation of benefits and costs to accept.

In the traditional view the agency'sresponsibilitiesare purely

technical, regardlessof the specificity of the legislation. They are to

chooseand implement programs which meet the prespecifiedset of objectives

and policies at the lowest cost. The agency fulfills this role with

sophisticatedanalytical studies and scientific judgments to set criteria and

to determineways to meet these criteria. The NRC, for example, translates

its objectives and analysis into ｾ ｵ ｡ ｮ ｴ ｩ ｦ ｩ ｡ ｢ ｬ ･ standards,e.g., so many rems or

body rems, and specific design ｲ ･ ｾ ｵ ｩ ｲ ･ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ ｳ to eliminate certain accidents,
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e.g., to keep the occurrenceprobability below a given threshold level.

Agencies are not expectedto set and apply objectives or undertakeanalyses

that involve "political" conflicts and judgments about interpersonal

comparisons. "The AEC staff role is typically not to 'resolve a controversy

betweenprivate interestsor betweena private interest and the public

interest but simply to reach a sound judgement as to the safety of a proposed

t
,,,18reac or. Agencies resist demandsfor such controversialdecisions, even

when pressedby outside groups (letter to JosephHendrie from Advisory

Committee on ReactorSafeguards).

The NRC's behavior initially appearsto fit the hierarchicalmodel

describedby the solid lines in Figure 2. The Commissionassumesthat its

objectives have been given by Congressand the Presidentand that its tasks

are primarily the technical ones of execution, including the monitoring of

performancerelative to the technical criteria established. Little explicit

recognition is given to the political, or collective, nature of Commission

decisions or to their impact on the structure of the collective choice

process.

Regulation: An Expanded View

The proper agency role and the performanceof all political institutions

in addressingthe problems of regulating low probability, catastrophicevents

outlined at the beginning of this paper can be better discussedwith the non-

hierarchicalmodel, Loops 2 and 3 in Figure 2.

In reality, regulatory agenciesoperatewithin a broaderarena than

simply executing the goals and priorities set by Congressor the President.

Most importantly, the agency'sdecisions are political in that they are

making, and not just implementing, choices among competing interestsand

definitions of acceptablerisks which imply a set of value trade-offs and
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interpersonalcomparisons. Our discussionof setting a specific acceptable

risk level illustrates this point. Some people, if given the choice, would

prefer more stringent requirementsand values than 10 CFR 50 (35 man-remsand

$1000/man-rem)while others would opt for more relaxed standards.

Agency actions affect the perceptionand collective evaluationof risk,

Loop 2. Preferencesare not stable, but will change as a result of new

information and situations produced by previous actions. We contend that

agency decisionsplay an important role in the developmentand structureof

these preferences.

Administrative agencies'proceduresand decisionsalso affect the

political processitself, Loop 3 in Figure 2, by altering the composition and

relative influence of interest groups. The agenciesthemselves,as we have

described, constitutean important interest group with a particularset of

objectives and with considerableinfluence on outcomes. In addition, the

technically based, legalistic regulatory processgives a substantialadvantage

to better organizedoutside interest groups. The tasks of monitoring the

administrativeprocess,of reanalyzing technical studies, of legally

contestingdecisions, and of confronting experts require considerable

expertise, resources,and organization. Unfortunately, the ultimate levels

and types of risks to which the public is exposedare more the result of

bargainingamong the ｯ ｲ ｧ ｡ ｮ ｩ ｾ ･ ､ interests, including the NRC, than a reflection

of society'sdefinition of acceptablerisk.19

Our view of the policy processemphasizesthe political nature of any

regulatory agency. Agency behavior, manifestedby its problem definition, its

decision routines, and its administrativeprocedures,conveys greater

influence to some intereststhan to others, one of which is the agency itself.

Consequently,the fundamentalaspectsof the public choice problem are poorly
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handled. This deficiency results from assumptionsthat the political and

technical aspectsof policy issuesare separableand that an agency deals only

with technical questions, not from a lack of analytical tools or from poor

individual performance.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RISK MANAGEMENT

The public issue is can we accommodatethe public choice and information

processingproblems and the technical and political characterof risk

decisionsand still achieve both good analysisand the proper integrationof

individual preferences? Unhappily, there is no certain methodology or

approach to achieve this purpose.

Several considerationsshould dominate any considerationof regulatory

reforms. Formal analysismust assessthe level, type, and incidence of the

risks posed by different options, but a scientific determinationof socially

acceptablerisk is impossible. Our sophisticateddecision models provide

decision tools, not decision rules. Good analysis improves and enlightens

public debate by identifying the potential conflicts among individual

positions and by facilitating their management. Secondly, the decision

processmust use this information and the subsequentdebate in a way that

forces (or at least strongly urges) people and organizationsto confront the

possibility of accidentsand their consequencesand to develop knowledge about

their own preferences. Finally, redesignof the regulatory processmust

recognize the political and technical nature of all decisions and provide

strong incentives for Congressand the regulatory agency to do likewise.

Congressas a whole must be informed about the technical aspectsof nuclear

power and the performanceof current policies in order to legislate

appropriatelyand effectively. Simultaneously,the NRC must explicitly

consider the conflicting interestsand demandsof the public and give less
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weight to their own, natural organizationalinterests. These changescannot

be accomplishedby fiat or by simply appointing the "right" people to office.

They must be achievedby restructuringthe information and incentivesoffered

to analysts, Congress, vendors and utilities, the NRC, and the public.

PerformanceStandardsand Considerationof Risk

At this point, we analyze a very modest proposal to illustrate the way we

think information and incentivesshould be structured. A direct way to force

evaluationof the perceivedprobabilities and consequencesof various risks is

through a system of legislatedfees tied to performancecriteria. The size of

the fee can vary for different accidentaland routine emissionsand types of

hazardousbehavior. They need not be linear with performance, but can

increaseas rapidly as desired as performancefalls. For example, if Congress

acceptsstudiesshowing few health effects from low levels of exposure,

penalties for such emissionscould be small but then increaserapidly with

higher levels of exposure, with more serious types of radiation, and for

reactors in more densely populatedareas. Quite conceivably, the fee for

emissionsbeyond some level will be high enough to force plant shutdowns. We

also believe that Congressshould establisha means of using the revenues

collected from such a penalty system to directly compensatethe individuals

exposed, rather than simply to increasethe U.S. Treasury.

A system of performancestandardswith fees based on the unacceptability

of behavior and outcomes has severaladvantagesover the current systemof

design standards. Briefly, they make the debateabout the unacceptabilityof

outcomesmore visible and accessibleto the public; they increasethe

interaction betweenCongressand the regulatory agency, thereby giving each

institution greater incentive to confront the entire range of technical and

political questions; they offer the private sector greaterdiscretion and more
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flexibility to innovate at the same time that the penalties for poor decisions

and performanceare more explicit; and they provide for more sensitiveand

flexible responsesto changesin preferencesand performancelevels.

Legislative determinationof performancecriteria and fees concentrates

debateand analysis on the fundamentalaspectsof the problem. Conflicts will

arise from the central question of how different sectorsin society evaluate

the hazards relative to the benefits of additional nuclear power, not from

some technical study of whether a particular design is "safe". Decision

making addressesthe basic conflict and takes place in a more public arena

with greater likelihood of all interestsand positions being articulated than

when safety decisions are confined to technical matters decided by

administrativeagencies.

The performancebasedsystempromotes a more stable and manageable

processof adapting policy to changesin people'sperceptionsand evaluations

of risks and consequences. Just as we now have periodic changesto the income

tax code to take into account changingobjectives and circumstances,the fees

can be marginally altered in responseto public demandsand past experience.

These marginal changeswill be easierfor firms to respond to than sudden,

massive changesin required designs or standards. Changesin the fees,

reflecting shifts in the public's acceptablerisk level and determinationof

the costs of radiation releases,are comparableto fluctuations in any input

prices a firm faces and should causeno greaterdisruption to operationsthan

these fluctuations.

This processdoes not substitutepolitical decisions for analysis, but

simply serves to make analysis the information device for better political

decisions. Congresswill need to know about probabilities, consequences,and

comparisonswith other energy sourcesand risks. What will change is the way
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this information is used to educatethe public and to improve decision making

about the public's collective view of low probability, catastrophicevents.

The ultimate concern is whether people--bethey the experts or the

generalpublic--will continue to believe and act as if low probability events

will not happen. So long as such behavior is manifest, no set of public

policies, institutional arrangementsor methodologiesfor consideringrisk can

protect society from the consequences. The only relevant reforms and policies

are ones that will prevent such blindness.
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